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2012 Los Angeles International
Liszt Competition Gears Up For Its
Twelfth Anniversary
the twelfth biennial los Angeles International liszt competition will be held
november 16 - 18, 2012, at Azusa pacific university and trinity united methodist
church. the competition features only the music of liszt and is for pianists, vocalists,
and organists ages 35 and under. the registration deadline is monday, october 1,
2012.
honored guest and voice judge will be Dr. mária eckhardt, Senior Adviser and
Scientific Director of the liszt ferenc memorial museum and research centre in
budapest. She was the inspiration for the founding of this competition in 1990.
there are eleven divisions. the divisions and rules of the competition will remain
mostly as in 2010 (see http://www.lisztcompetition.com/en/). however, the competition
organizers have added an organ division in which the required piece is the fantasy and
fugue on the name "b.A.c.h."
the competition is being co-sponsored by the pasadena branch of the music
teachers' Association of california, Azusa pacific university, trinity united
methodist church, and members of the American liszt Society and of the hungarian
community.
the piano budapest concert winner will receive a $1,000 prize and an all-expensespaid trip to perform an all-liszt recital at the liszt museum and other venues in 2013.
the Voice new york concert winner will receive a cash prize and an all-expense-paid
trip to new york city to present an all-liszt recital at the hungarian consulate. firstplace winners in all eleven divisions will perform on the competition's final event,
a concert and award presentation ceremony taking place at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday,
november 18.
As has been the practice for many years, most of the adjudicators will come from
the membership of the American liszt Society. the competition founders are grateful
to the judges and to the American liszt Society for helping to maintain the highest
standards of performance in the promotion of liszt's music.
for further information, please contact the co-directors of the competition:
Geraldine Keeling (626-286-4593) gerrykeeling@yahoo.com
Judith neslény (626-798-1562) jpnesleny@gmail.com
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Guest Commentary
An Essay by Alan Walker
those of us who were privileged to hear Luiz de Moura Castro's all-liszt recital in
eugene in may, witnessed some unforgettable piano playing. this was music-making of
a kind that comes along but rarely. I have heard many liszt recitals across the years, but
can recall nothing quite like the one that mr. de moura castro offered us on this occasion.
like some "merlin of the piano" he cast his spells across the keyboard, drew us into his
charmed circle, and beguiled us with one magical effect after another. here was piano
playing from a Golden Age that most of us thought had vanished beyond recall.
mr. de moura castro walks on stage very slowly and advances towards the keyboard as
if he is reluctant to offer the bounty he has so lovingly prepared and is about to present to
us. he settles himself at the keyboard gently, as if searching for the best point of repose,
and he allows himself a moment’s reflection before beginning to play. In fact, he does not
play the piano as much as preside over it, coaxing it to do his bidding. And the piano
complies, delighting in the fact that here, at last, is a musician who knows how to treat it
well and draw the very best out of it. mr. de moura castro's fingers remain in constant
contact with the keys, until those 88 inanimate objects begin to murmur, then to sing,
and finally rejoice in the knowledge that they are under the command of a master pianist.
When was the last time we heard a genuine pianissimo in the concert hall? I do not wish
to be misunderstood. It is not a question of playing softly. It is a question of knowing
how to send that softness to the back of the hall. mr. de moura castro’s control of nuance
is complete. And there is one more thing. he barely moves while he plays. not for
him the vulgar choreography of so many younger pianists who throw themselves all over
the keyboard in a visible display of "work," and the possibility of gaining some cheap
applause - of which so much is available in this banal day and age. the quiet dignity of
mr. de moura castro's demeanour invested his interpretations with authority, and proved
the truth of the old adage, "the less the more." (We prefer to make no mention here of
pianists where less is even less.)
there was nothing in the printed programme to suggest that anything unusual was
about to happen. It seemed to be a conventional sort of recital, even a commonplace one,
an occasion that one might happily forgo in favour of something more adventurous:
Six consolations
three petrarch Sonnets
Funérailles (1849)
then something extraordinary occurred, which I never before observed in the concert
hall. At the close of the Six consolations, and the long silence that ensued, the audience
suddenly erupted and offered mr. de moura castro a standing ovation. A standing ovation
for the Six consolations - the simplest and least virtuosic pieces that liszt ever penned! It
was the first indication that we wished to say thank you to this pianist for drawing us into
an inner world of beauty all too often absent in liszt recitals, where the purpose seems to
be to pound the piano through the floorboards.
It has been well said that inside every great pianist is a singer trying to get out. mr. de
moura castro’s performance of the three petrarch Sonnets was an object lesson in how to
turn the piano into a sustaining instrument of radiant beauty. liszt’s melodies were boldly
sculpted and made to stand out in sharp relief against their rich harmonic backgrounds.
And they were phrased to perfection. busoni's comments about "the enthroned golden
sound" came to mind, an image which seemed to hover over this recital like a benediction.
finally came Funérailles (1849). We had already heard the piano yield a generous
palette of colours. but mr. de moura castro now made the instrument lament, grieve, and
finally exult in the course of liszt's magnificent tribute to a hungary in mourning after
the national catastrophe of 1849. there is virtuosity aplenty in Funérailles. but the great
virtue of this performance was that it simply disappeared in the service of the music. (the
words "virtuosity" and "virtue" spring from the same root. failure to attend to that fact
lies at the heart of much inferior liszt playing.) even the famous left-hand octave passages
towards the conclusion of the piece poured out of the instrument in an ever-growing
torrent of sound, while the pianist remained virtually immobile. And the sound always
remained rich and full. It brought the recital to a climactic end, garnered several curtain
calls, and a general clamour for more.
(continued on page 4)
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the new editor of the Journal of the American Liszt Society (JALS), Jonathan Kregor,
presents at once a scholarly background, an interesting ambience for his lecturedemonstrations, and a likeable personality that allows one to converse easily with him.
Kregor received his received his b.m. in piano performance and composition from the
university of north carolina at chapel hill, and his ph.D. from harvard university,
where his dissertation was on franz liszt’s piano transcriptions. he has published articles
and reviews in The Journal of Musicology, Nineteenth-Century Music Review, Journal of the
American Liszt Society, and Notes. As well, he has given papers on liszt and clara WieckSchumann at numerous national and international conferences, including the immediate
two previous conferences of the American liszt Society. he is a recipient of fellowships
from the German historical Institute and the Stiftung Weimarer Klassik. In 2011, Dr.
Kregor was the recipient of the Alan Walker book Award for his book, Liszt as Transcriber,
presented at the university of Georgia by AlS as part of the bicentennial celebration
of liszt’s birth. Dr. Kregor’s research interests include musical reproduction, especially
in the long nineteenth century; music and memory in the early romantic period; and
confluences of virtuosity and gender from the eighteenth century to the present.
I had the opportunity to chat briefly with him at the 2012 AlS conference in eugene,
where we spoke a bit about his musical background and some of his thoughts about JALS.
ER: tell me a little about your early piano instruction.
JK: I started studying the piano in the early 1990’s when living in raleigh, north
carolina. my teacher at the time was a hungarian woman who could trace her own
instruction back to liszt through István thomán. She had lived in both new york city
and beverly hills, and her mother had seen liszt play. She recalled hyperbolic description
of liszt’s playing and his effect on the audience, especially the women!
ER: And your earliest piano connections with liszt: were they pieces you learned with her?
JK: no, not really. my earliest personal involvement with liszt’s piano music came in
undergraduate school, when I performed the "Vallée d’obermann" and some of the
Schubert song transcriptions.
ER: but liszt was to become the basis for your doctoral research at harvard, specifically
his work as a transcriber of his own and others’ music.
JK: yes. for me, his phenomenal abilities in transcriptions were a fundamental aspect of
his artistry. he was one of only a few musicians who transcribed music throughout his
career. It was not only a way for him to become totally familiar with a work, or a means
by which he could perform, say, orchestral works for audiences using only the piano. his
transcriptions allow us to better understand the compositional effects he sought in his own
piano works, as well as other goals (for Weimar, the church, his colleagues, etc.).
ER: I recall in my own piano studies in the 1960’s a certain shying away from playing
transcriptions.
JK: there has always been a certain and deliberate stigma of varying strengths against
transcriptions for a number of reasons. I see it as my goal not to “destigmatize” the craft of
transcription, but rather to discover and describe the issues that are involved.
ER: And now your involvement with liszt has taken on a new dimension as editor of the
Journal of the American Liszt Society.
JK: I had been a member of AlS prior to becoming editor, of course. one of my earliest
connections with JALS came through my predecessor as editor, rena charnin mueller.
I came to know her while doing my dissertation research. We had a good professional
relationship. I had received copies of the Journal, and had contributed to it as well, so I
had become quite familiar with the publication. It is unique in that it is, to the best of my
knowledge, the only composer-specific journal that is published in english.
(continued on page 4)
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Alan Walker:
Essay

Letter from the
Editor

So mr. de moura castro generously
obliged. he returned to the keyboard
- not with a fleet-fingered display piece
meant to astonish and impress, but
with one of mendelssohn's simple Song
Without Words - the one in e major,
subtitled "Sweet remembrance." Was
the choice deliberate? had the pianist
begun to toy with us, commenting
on his own recital? the thought was
not entirely chimerical. even before
the final e-major chord had vanished,
he moved straight into mendelssohn’s
"Spring Song" – a deliberately puckish
interpretation which seemed to make
light of everything that he had just
accomplished.
Although words about music
have been my métier for most of my
professional life, I would require the
pen of a Dickens or a balzac to do
justice in prose to this recital. Since I
am neither a Dickens nor a balzac, I
must borrow from poetry and fall back
on some lines from Wordsworth:

ER: Do you have any immediate plans
for the Journal that might take it in new
directions?
JK: the Journal already enjoys
international recognition for its
scholarly standards. this I don’t plan
to change! however, in the wake
of the bicentennial, a flood of new
publications, recordings, and sheet
music has appeared. I plan on devoting
considerable review space in the coming
issues to this material, as I believe it to
be the mission of the Journal not only
to publish original research, but also to
engage critically with lisztiana that has
appeared elsewhere.
ER: In an era when electronic forms
of communication and “publishing”
seem to have taken over, or at least
established somewhat of an equity with
the printed page, do you foresee a time
when JALS might be available only in
electronic form?
JK: It’s possible. one consequence of
this growing “equity” between print
and electronic media is that print
publishing has become something of
a niche market, and production costs
have risen significantly. A gut reaction
to this development might be to publish
the Journal only in electronic format.
but there is something exciting about
getting a copy in the mail, sitting with
it in your favorite chair, and leafing
through it or reading it cover to cover.
print journals have a permanence that
electronic media lack. one compromise
might be to publish JALS on the AlS
website after a moratorium of, say, a few
years.
ER: And is there a theme for the next
volume of JALS?
JK: not at this point, but I have been
keeping my eyes open. for instance,
there were some interesting papers given
during the bicentennial concerning
the Sonata in b minor and symphonic
poems - perhaps a theme might come
out of that research. of course, if
readers have suggestions, I’d be happy
to consider them; and I’m always eager
to consider contributions of any kind
relating to liszt and his wide-ranging
world.
Editor’s note: for more information
on the Journal, please refer to the
AlS website link to “Journal.” you
may contact Dr. Kregor by e-mail at
jonathan.kregor@uc.edu.

(continued from page 2)

“that music in my heart I bore,
long after it was heard no more”
ALAN WALKER
Editor's note: Alan Walker approached
me about this essay when the two of
us were attending the final dinner
of the most recent AlS conference
at the university of oregon. ever
the personification of politeness and
propriety, Alan asked me if I thought
it would be appropriate to include his
reaction to luiz de moura castro's
recital as an article in the next issue
of the AlS newsletter. Almost
immediately he added that it was not
to be a review, but rather what I took
to be his response to something that
clearly moved all who attended. I am
sure that I was not alone in the recital
audience when I had to wipe my eyes
because of what I was witnessing with
my ears and my eyes - but even more
so with my heart and my soul. I could
not have been happier to have had
Alan's kind offer come at the end of a
magnificent series of events. And so
I have included this tribute from one
great musical mind to another, Alan to
luiz, as colleagues, friends, and mentors
to all of us who delight in the beauty of
art as brought to us through the music
of liszt.
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Changes to
Processing
Information
Submitted to the
ALS Newsletter
and Website
beginning September 15, 2012, all
information submitted to the editor of
the AlS newsletter will automatically
be posted to the AlS website under
"chapter news," "member news," or a
general category called "recent news."
Such submissions will also be inserted
into the appropriate columns for the
next issue of the newsletter. previous
news items will be available on the
website under "news Archives." copies
of newsletters from 2004 and later
will continue to be available under the
"newsletters" category in the left-hand
navigation bar.

Deadline for the Next
Newsletter: Saturday,
December 1, 2012

Meet Our
New Treasurer,
Cindy Hershberger
Cynthia (better known as "cindy"
Hershberger is the new AlS treasurer
cindy is a wife (to Jay Hershberger,
AlS Vice president), mother of
four, grandmother of two, and an
aspiring writer. She received her bA
at concordia college in moorhead,
minnesota this past may and is looking
forward to having some free time
to write. She lives on a twelve-acre
farmstead with her husband, children,
and a menagerie of animals including
dogs, cats, and about 60 chickens.
you can contact cindy by e-mail at
treasurercindy@live.com.
Editor's Note: the board and
membership of AlS extends a most
sincere "thank you" to retiring
treasurer Nancy Roldán for her many
years of dedicated service.

Member News
Gila Goldstein has performed this past
year in the chamber Series of Israel's
Symphony; beijing concert hall in
china; liszt museum in budapest;
Summit music festival in purchase, ny;
baltimore's liszt-Garrison festival; the
AlS boston chapter's opening concert
at the rivers School's conservatory
of music; and in new york city's
madison Avenue presbyterian church
concert Series.
china music Weekly wrote in
June 2011: "pianist Gila Goldstein's
performance at beijing concert hall
was like a fresh breeze . . . the bach
made us gasp, the Schumann was
played with passion, and the liszt
works were played contrary to the
overwhelming virtuosic performance,
[in that] it was delicate and pure"
new york concert review wrote
on march 22, 2012: "Gila Goldstein’s
piano recital was the perfect welcome
to imminent spring. opening with
a substantial work by J. S. bach . . .
ms. Goldstein gave one of the finest
accounts I can recall of the partita in
e minor . . . . Goldstein continued
her program quite admirably . . . the
chopin polonaise op. 26, no. 1 was
sensitively delivered next......and the
exquisite nocturne, op. 62, no. 1
followed without a pause.....liszt's
“Vallée d'obermann” was given great,
loving attention to detail in the gentler
sections and a bold approach in the
octave fusillades. Ginastera’s Sonata
no. 1 added just the right dimension of
dissonance after so much lush harmony,
and it was just as vibrant as it needs
to be . . . such abounded excellence. It
seemed the audience could have stayed
for much more, including myself."
John S. Hord presented an all-french
program, Joie de Vivre, a concert in
collaboration with Alliance française de
fresno, a chapter of the international
alliance, and the california Arts
Academy, Severance conservatory.
A primary purpose of the concert was
to promote french culture. A large and
extremely enthusiastic audience enjoyed
the afternoon. but, the audience did
not know of the unusual circumstances
of this performance. two weeks prior
to the performance, thieves stole
$200,000 worth of state-of-the-art
audio and visual equipment, rendering
useless two of the largest works on the
concert! John scrambled and found

friends who could work up other
material with him in the short time
available. the works that were
performed included music for piano
four-hands, voice and piano, trumpet
and piano, and dancers by fauré, ravel,
Debussy, Duparc, and hubeau.
Geraldine Keeling celebrated liszt’s
200th birthday in 2011 by presenting
papers at international liszt conferences
in paris and budapest. the topics
were, “liszt and the Érard family: A
musical friendship” and “liszt at the
piano: two American pianos and two
American Artists.” She also spoke on
“liszt for Intermediate piano Students”
in tokyo, Japan and oakland, cA.
With her piano duet/duo partner,
Deborah Erftenbeck, she presented
two all-liszt programs, which included
Evocation à la Chapelle Sixtine; fantaisie
sur des motifs favoris de l’opera La
Sonnambula de bellini; “marche
funèbre et cavatine” from Lucia de
Lammermoor, Rákóczy Marsch; Grand
Galop chromatique; Hymnus; hungarian
rhapsody no. 2; Orpheus; and Les
Préludes. In 2012, Gerry presented a
paper on “liszt’s pianos in Weimar” at
the AlS festival, and Debbie and Gerry
gave concerts at the liszt museum
in budapest, the state convention of
the music teachers Association of
california, and the nixon library in
yorba linda, cA. Gerry is included in
michael Saffle’s upcoming book, Voices
of Liszt.
Tish Anne Kilgore, president of the
AlS boston/northern new england
chapter delivered a lecture and
master class on “liszt, technique,
and the Aspiring Virtuoso” at the
liszt bicentennial festival (nov. 2011)
in Saluzzo, Italy. the festival was
sponsored by the Steinway Society
piemonte-Valle d'Aosta, Scuola Alto
perfezionamento musicale Saluzzo,
Accademia filarmonica di Saluzzo,
and Istituto per i bene musicali in
piemonte. She performed several works
of liszt as one of seven participants
in the festival, which featured pianist
leslie howard and musicologist
rosanna Delmonte. tish’s article, “the
compositional evolution of liszt’s
Harmonies poétiques et religieuses” was
published in the Journal of the British
Liszt Society Bicentennial Issue (2011).
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Judith Neslény had a very busy liszt
year through a series of performances,
culminating in recitals in Sopron
and Székesfehérvár in hungary,
and a special invitation to conduct
master classes at the liszt Academy
in budapest, where she also presented
a solo recital at the liszt hall. Judith
also participated in the baltimore
liszt-Garrison festival and the
AlS festival at eugene, or. She
was featured soloist for the 65th
Anniversary celebration of the music
teachers Association of california,
pasadena branch. now she is making
preparations with Geraldine Keeling for
the biennial los Angeles International
liszt competition in november.
Ernest Ragogini reports that he
tendered his resignation, effective
January 1, 2012, as co-director
of the liszt-Garrison festival and
International piano competition.
ernie's schedule precludes continued
association with the festival due to his
recital appearances, a recording project,
his duties as Director of music at nDm
concerts at notre Dame of maryland
university, and as founder/director of
Arts for hearts' Sake, a cultural series
to which all performers from music
and theatre arts and lecturers on topics
related to the arts donate their services.
"Arts..," which began in spring of 2011,
presented 12 events; fall through spring
2011-2012 included 15 events. ernie is
accepting offers from anyone interested
in participating in this project. he may
be contacted at eragogini@ndm.edu or
by phone at 410-532-5386.
Jay Hershberger, Vice president
of AlS and professor of piano at
concordia college in moorhead, mn,
performed the beethoven "choral
fantasy" with the fargo-moorhead
Symphony conducted by bernard
rubenstein this past April. the
performance is available on you tube
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a9IxV8BUw.
(continued on page 6)
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More Member News

(continued from page 5)

Clavier Companion recently published
Richard Zimdars’ article on the college
piano job market (may/June 2012) and
his interview with Alfred brendel, a
recipient of the medal of the American
liszt Society.
excerpts from reviews of zimdars’
november 2011 cD release (Albany
troy 1310) of solo piano music of
Vincent persichetti, marga richter, and
Jacob Druckman include: “…zimdars
plays with great virtuosity and artful
phrasing. he performs the allegro
agilite section of the [persichetti] ninth
Sonata with dazzling precision…
“this work ("Winter Solstice")
reflects persichetti’s mature style:
abstract, disciplined, nostalgic, and
affecting. I have not heard this piece
performed before - zimdars is the
first pianist to commit it to disc - but
this performance strikes me as beyond
reproach.
“marga richter’s works are in
my view the real sleepers on this
recording. In particular, the Sonata
reveals the mind of a fully realized
master composer…[It] make enormous
demands on the performer…the last
movement bears a striking resemblance
to bartók,…I have no doubt that
richter’s Sonata is one of the most
important works written for the
piano after 1950…. enthusiastically
recommended….” (Fanfare, Jan/feb
2012.)
“…the ascetic slow movement of
[marga] richter’s Sonata is particularly
effective, and I hope in general these
fine performances will encourage
other pianists to include them in their
repertoires…. zimdars speaks the
language of this American style like a
pro, and the disc should make a fine
contribution to any library.” (American
Record Guide, may/June 2012.)
“…his profound expression is
supported by his clear understanding
of structure. zimdars weaves rich
sonorities into witty passagework,
conveying ferocity and reticence with
equal confidence. he captures the
mesmerizing simplicity of richter’s
"remembrances." [Jacob] Druckman’s
Seven Deadly Sins is a masterpiece of
musical illustration, with zimdars
portraying each sin with vivid
imagery…[a] recording in which
imagination, artistry, and logic meet.”
(Clavier Companion, march/April
2012.)
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life member Charles Joseph Smith
celebrated the bicentennial of franz
liszt's birth by performing in a fullscale alumni piano recital at his alma
mater, the university of Illinois at
urbana-champaign, in february
2011. the program featured extracts
from liszt's Anneés de Pèlerinage I. In
the same month, charles debuted his
pianistic re-interpretation of liszt's
Grand Study no. 10 in f minor at the
emilio del rosario memorial concert
at the curtiss hall in chicago. Also
in 2011, charles completed a reinterpretation of franz liszt's first
piano concerto as a piano solo. he
also has a work in progress, a virtual
opera with new lyrics based on liszt's
extended piano solo piece, Grosses
Konzertsolo. currently, he is in the
midst of preparing the horowitz
arrangement of the rákóczy march for
performance at open mics and, most
likely, in smaller music venues. charles
plans to release a cD single recording
of this arrangement. In addition, he is
currently creating cDs of his doctoral
lecture-recitals that were featured in
2002 at the university of Illinois at
urbana-champaign, and covered four
operatic transcriptions of franz liszt.
Elyse Mach, AlS board member
and a 2010 recipient of the medal
of the American liszt Society, writes
that numerous events celebrating
the 200th birthday of franz liszt
took place throughout the year in
the Department of music & Dance
at northeastern Illinois university
in chicago, from which institution
elyse recently retired as Distinguished
professor of music. “the year of liszt”
Series was conceived and coordinated
by elyse. highlights from the many
events that took place featured several
AlS members. Paul Barnes presented
an exciting lecture recital “franz liszt
and religious Symbolism in the b
minor Sonata.” paul also played a
snappy rendition of “happy birthday”
for the lisztian birthday celebration,
with liszt making a rare appearance
for the event! As the cake (a really big
one), lit candles and all was brought
onto the stage, a capacity audience of
several hundred enthusiastically sang
the strains of “happy birthday,” and at
the reception that followed indulged
in cake and punch as the celebration
continued. Another lisztian event
featured AlS president Thomas
Mastroianni, who gave a masterful

the American liszt Society

powerpoint presentation on “liszt and
transcendence,” followed by a recital of
pieces selected from Volume 3 of Années
de Pèlerinage. foremost liszt scholar
Alan Walker concluded the liszt Series
with his exciting lecture “franz liszt
as cultural Ambassador,” which was
followed by a question and answer
session that lasted well over an hour. A
reception and book signing followed.
each performed to a capacity audience,
and each was given a standing ovation.
"bravos to all!"
Sophia Agranovich performed a
recital on June 23 that included
music by chopin, Schumann, liszt,
and rachmaninov. the event took
place at the Watchung Arts center
in new Jersey. In April, she joined
the international roster of Steinway
Artists, which can be accessed at http://
steinway.com/artists/solo/a. Sophia
released a cD in march 2012: franz
liszt - bicentennial tribute. recorded
on liszt's birthday, it contains "un
Sospiro," "la campanella" (arr. by
busoni), Rhapsodie Espagnole, and the
Sonata in b minor. the cD is available
at Arkivmusic, and from Amazon.com,
cDbaby, and Itunes. you may listen to
tracks at Spotify.com, InstantEncore.com,
and Rhapsody.com. Sophia’s website
is http://www.sophiagranovich.com.
Sophia's received two excellent reviews
and an interview published in Fanfare
Magazine, nov-Dec 2012 issue.
the university of missouri-Kansas
city, conservatory of music and Dance
commemorated the birth of franz liszt,
with the liszt 200 Series - a diverse and
exciting series of programs organized by
AlS member Jane Solose. In october
of 2011, Alan Walker launched the
series with an informative lecture, "liszt
and the Keyboard," and took part in
a round table discussion, "liszt and
literature: the problem of romantic
tone poetry" with conservatory
musicologists and faculty from German
Studies. During the course of the
2011–12 academic year, umKc faculty
and students continued to offer special
projects focusing on liszt’s enormous
oeuvre. In october, Jane presented a
solo recital of works by liszt, including
his Sonata in b minor, and in february
presented a lecture recital, "the
evolution of liszt’s transcendental
technique in Selections from his Études
d’exécution transcendante."
(continued on page 10)

Chapter News
Boston/Northern New England
Chapter (Tish Anne Kilgore, President)
on october 2, 2011 the chapter
presented its premier event, a Gala piano
performance in celebration of liszt's
bicentennial. the concert took place
at the rivers School conservatory in
Weston, mA (just outside of boston) in
its lovely new concert hall with a beautiful
Steinway concert grand. AlS board
member and president of the ny
chapter, Gila Goldstein, graciously
accepted the chapter's invitation to
perform, delighting all with her masterful
interpretations of the Vallée d'Obermann,
Sonetto 104 del Petrarca, and the
hungarian rhapsodie no. 13. Italian
pianist Andrea Vigna-taglianti was
also featured, playing the Sposalizio
and Invocation with a combination
of brilliant technique and deep
expression. the chapter was pleased to
have two very talented young students
perform. león bernsdorf, native of
Germany and student of Boaz Sharon
at boston university, performing the
liszt/Schubert transcription of "Auf
dem Wasser zu Singen" and the liszt/
Schumann transcription of "Widmung"
with exquisite technique, tone, and
sensitivity. zura Kobakhidze of
Georgia, and a student of Michael
Lewin at boston conservatory. thrilled
all with his technical mastery, playing
the Reminiscences de Don Juan. their
performances truly exemplified the
continuance of liszt's legacy! chapter
president Tish Ann Kilgore also
performed Ricordanza. the concert was
received by a very appreciative audience,
and a reception followed with sparkling
cider and birthday cake for liszt's 200th!
Steinert & Sons of boston sponsored
the boston chapter’s second event on
march 24, 2012. Justin Kolb, concert
pianist, educator, and lecturer presented,
“liszt and the barefoot carmelite,”
bringing to light the music and
interesting character of hermann cohen,
a precocious and prolific protégé of franz
liszt. “[cohen] was quite a rogue
in his youth” said Kolb, “accused of
embezzlement from liszt and worse.
eventually this piano virtuoso and
published composer died in Spandau
prison and curiously, the miracle worker’s
name remains on the Vatican’s rolls for
beatification and perhaps sainthood.”
According to tish, "Justin played cohen’s
music with thoughtful expression and
entertained the very appreciative audience

with his usual charm, anecdotes
and discoveries of the little-known
composer." the program was presented
in Steinert’s concert hall and was
followed by a reception.
future events include a concert
in october of 2012 highlighting
vocal and choral works of franz
liszt, featuring boston college and
boston conservatory piano and voice
students and choirs, with a talk by bu
graduate megan mccarty (2012, mm
in musicology) on the hugo songs.
plans for collaboration with the boston
chapter of the Wagner Society are also
in the works.
San Francisco Chapter (William
Wellborn, President)
the 2013 AlS festival will be held
at the San francisco conservatory
of music on may 30-June 1. coordinated by Sf-AlS president William
Wellborn, the theme wil be "franz liszt
2013: Anniversaries and connections."
the two big anniversaries are of course
Verdi and Wagner, but there will be
other surprises and relevant topics
included as well.
other events co-hosted by Sf-AlS
in the 2012-13 season include recitals at
the old first concert Series at old first
church (oldfirstconcerts.org). on
Sunday november 4, 2012, the chapter
will feature hungarian pianist peter
toth in a solo recital. on Sunday
January 27, 2013 José López, president
of the South florida chapter of AlS,
will present a program largely composed
of music of Alkan, as part of the 200th
anniversary of the french composer.
both concerts will be held at 4:00 pm
at old first church in San francisco.
In the spring of 2013, the Sf-AlS and
the San francisco conservatiry will
present the 10th annual young pianists
play liszt concert (date and time to be
announced).
New York/New Jersey Chapter (Gila
Goldstein, President)
Alexandre Dossin, AlS board
member and host for the most recent
AlS festival, received a review on his
wonderful ny chapter recital, which
included works by mozart and liszt.
the review appeared in an on-line ny
publication called "feast on music":
http://www.feastofmusic.com/feast_of_
music/2012/01/alexandre-dossin-solopiano-recital-at-yamaha-studio.html.
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A comment that summed up the
artist's performance: "mr. Dossin
displayed precise, velvety finger
work, excellent technical command,
and a strong sense of drama."
on April 15, AlS board member
Ksenia Nosikova gave an impressive
performance at montclair State
university in new Jersey. the
program included Schumann's
Sonata in f-sharp minor and liszt's
transcriptions on themes from
meyerbeer and Wagner operas.
the concert was organized by the
chapter's vice-president, David
Whitten, chair of keyboard studies
at montclair State university. for
more information, please see the
web page at http://www.northjersey.
com/community/events/147107355_
Pianist_Ksenia_Nosikova_in_
Schumann_Liszt_concert.html
on may 10, canadian pianist
Garnet Ungar, piano professor at
evansville university in Indiana,
performed at the yamaha piano
Salon in nyc. the program
included works by Schubert, liszt,
chopin, and prokofiev. his playing
was very lyrical and thoughtful,
with a very powerful performance of
liszt's Funérailles. he also included
a rare group of liszt's short, lesserknown works: Sancta Dorothea,
Resignazione, elegy no. 2, piano
piece in f-sharp major, and Alleluia.
Garnet opened the program with
Schubert's hungarian melody and
Drei Klavierstücke, and ended it with
two movements from prokofiev's
Cinderella. the program also
included brilliant performance of
three chopin Études: op. 25, nos. 1
and 5, and op. 10, no. 8.
next season will mark the 20th
anniversary of the ny/nJ chapter,
and an exciting concert series will
be taking place. Save the dates:
all concerts will take place at the
yamaha piano Salon, 689 fifth Ave.
at 54th Street, 3rd floor, nyc.
•Thursday, October 25, 2012
(7:00 p.m.) Gila Goldstein and
friends, in a varied program of
solo and chamber works by liszt,
Kodály, and Schubert. the concert
will open with a ceremony honoring
professor Rena Mueller from new
york university, who will receive the
medal of the American liszt Society.
(continued on page 10)
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Liszt-Garrison International Piano
Competition Winners:
Recent Accomplishments
the baltimore/Washington chapter (Nancy Roldán, President) has provided
the following information regarding recent accomplishments and upcoming
performances of some of the winners of past liszt-Garrison International piano
competition winners.
•The duo Lachezar Kostov and Viktor Valkov (2011 franz liszt All-Around
competition prize and first prize winners of the collaborative Artists Award)
appeared in concert at hood college on July 12. In September 2012 they will
present concerts at music at nDmu and chamber music on the hill.they
have been awarded a recording session by the SDA/Spencerville church. this
enterprising duo is currently preparing a book of transcriptions of franz liszt's
hungarian rhapsodies. As well, Viktor Valkov won the first prize on the 2012
new orleans piano competition
•Casey Rafn (First Prize, Young Artists Award 2011) performed two recitals
to critical acclaim in columbia and frederick maryland, may 12 and 20.
his performance prompted positive comments form the audience and some
contributions to the chapter. (See comments in the following article.)
•Ina mirtcheva (Second prize, cA 2011) is pursuing her DmA in collaborative
Arts at George mason university and as of now plans to volunteer as assistant
coordinator of the lGIpc
•Joanna Kaczorowska and Pablo Lavandera (First Prize, CA 2009) continue
touring and teaching at the State university of new york at Stony brook.
•Liza Stepanova (American Composer Best Interpretation and Despy Karlas
prize, 2009 Artist Award) performed at uucc with SonG fuSIon, a vocal
and instrumental ensemble established in new york. She is on the music faculty
of the Juilliard School.
•Kimberly hou (honorable mention in the young Artist category in 2009) was
recently named a 2012 u.S. presidential Scholar in the Arts (http://www.youngarts.
org/us-presidential-scholars-arts). She performed on June 18th at the Kennedy
center concert hall.
•Jack Kurutz (shared First Prize Artist Award 2007) and Michael Stewart (2nd
prize younG ArtISt 2009) represented the lG by performing in John perry’s
master class in the AlS 2012 festivaloinoregon.
•Beth Quimby-Fischer (Second Prize, Artist Award 2006) starts her DMA
collaborative Artist studies at eastman School of music in September 2012.
•matthew Weismann (honorable mention in the 2006 Artist category and
best liszt Interpretation Award, 2006) received the Slc concert Series emerging
Artist Award, which is given to young musicians who show exceptional talent in
their field. he is currently a teaching assistant at the university of utah, where he
is pursuing a doctoral.
•Bobby Mitchell (First Prize, 2005 American Artist category) has spent a
significant amount of time and energy developing a secure historically based
technique on 19th century pianos in order to possibly recreate the aural experience
of liszt’s music in a more historically informed way. he says, “the culmination
of this project took place in April 2012 with two performances of the Sonata
in b minor on an Érard 1849 grand piano, in Amsterdan and utrecht, the
netherlands. the Érard piano allows for a much more liberal approach to playing
rhetorically, and certain expressive devices like desynchronization of the hands
and tempo rubato are much more accessible on older pianos with a brisker attack,
less sustain, and more diversity of registral color. liszt’s sonata is a product of this
time period and much can be learned and enjoyed from hearing it on an Érard.”
for the entire live performance visit www.youtube.com/mitchellbobby

The 2012 ALS
Festival
by Crystal Zimmerman
Words cannot express how excited I was
when first approached by Alexandre
Dossin and asked to help with the
planning of the 2012 American liszt
Society festival in eugene. Since I
have long been an admirer (dare I say
fanatic?) of franz liszt, the daunting
list of tasks seemed entirely possible.
these feelings may have changed ever
so slightly throughout the course of the
festival. however, all of the planning
and stress was worth the marvelous days
of lectures and playing.
We were very fortunate to have
truly inspiring events, and I feel doubly
grateful that we were able to incorporate
many local musicians of eugene and the
beautiful university of oregon facilities.
bringing carl lachmund back into
our school's history made the uo a
unique venue with a special connection
to liszt.
two orchestral performances
bookended our festival - the opening
concert featuring the eugene Symphony
and pianist Adam Golka and the closing
event with the university orchestra
performing an eclectic concert
including bernstein’s West Side Story,
liszt-Schubert song transcriptions, and
prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet. When
organizing a festival dedicated to liszt
it is very easy to over-indulge in solo
piano music, so it was particularly
refreshing to have a performance by
the uo chamber choir, and recitals
featuring several songs and much
chamber music.
During the festival we were
privileged to have amazing artists and
lecturers share their expertise and
present on a variety of fascinating
topics. All the events were informative,
connected well with the main topic liszt in Weimar, and many still linger
in the memory. one of the greatest
highlights was having lectures followed
by related, high-quality recitals. We
were able to assimilate intellectually the
learned information and immediately
make an emotional connection with it,
thus providing an enhanced listening
experience. listening and learning
about topics such as liszt and the art
of transcription, liszt and the lied, and
liszt and chamber music was another
great aspect of the festival. the solo
recitals of Luis de Moura Castro and
Antonio pompa-baldi were
(continued on page 10)
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the American liszt Society

ALS Directory Updates
A special "thank you" to Georgia
Mangos and Louise Mangos for their
financial contributions to AlS above
and beyond normal yearly dues.

Personal information about members has been
deleted to ensure members' privacy.

CURRENT MEMBER TO
LIFE MEMBER:
rene lecuona
NEW MEMBERS:
Stephen Ackert
Sophia Agranovich
Sharon collins
Dr. henry Doskey
Dr. caroline hong
Sandra hull
Izumi Kashiwagi
lachezar Kostov
Carolyn McHan
Lori E. Piitz
Tatiana Shustova
Paulo Grikis Steinberg
Viktor Valkov
Xiaojin Xu
Please help us to keep the
Membership Directory up to date
and accurate by sending us any new
information about your address, email, phone number, etc. If you
notice an error, for which we
apologize in advance, please send
your corrections to the Membership
Secretary, Barbara Mellon Kolb, at
barbsthings@gmail.com. Thank you!

(continued on page 10)
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More Chapter News
(continued from page 7)

Membership
Dues to Increase
January 1, 2013
At its annual meeting in may 2012,
the AlS board of Directors voted to
increase annual membership dues as
follows:

•Thursday, December 6, 2012 (7:00 p.m.) Sixteen-year-old Korean pianist Gyu
tae ha will perform a program including works by chopin, liszt, prokofiev, and
others. Gyu tae ha won the Korean liszt Society's first piano competition, as well
as the Steinway competition of Korea.
•friday, January 11, 2013 (8:00 p.m.) - beatrice and christina long, duo
pianists, in a program of works by liszt and others (http://www.longduopiano.com)./
•thursday, march 7, 2013 (7:00 p.m.) - young Artists concert, featuring
prodigies from los Angeles, boston, and new york performing an exciting program
of piano works mostly by liszt.
•Tuesday, may, 14 2013 (7:00 p.m.) - pianist Viktor Valkov and cellist Lachezar
Kostov, the winners of the collaborative competition at the 2011 liszt-Garrison
International competition. Alumni of Juilliard and yale, the two are stunning
performers who will also play their own arrangements for cello/piano of several of
liszt's hungarian rhapsodies (http://www.viktorvalkov.com/viktorvalkov.com/The_
Valkov-_Kostov_Duo.html). for information, please e-mail Gila at gilagoldstein@aol.
com.

Still More Member News
(continued from page 8)

Individual
organization
family
Student
life
family life
contributor
chapter Dues

was $ 40
was $ 60
was $ 50
was $ 20
was $400
was $500
was $100
was $ 10

now $ 50.00
now $ 75.00
now $ 62.50
now $ 25.00
now $500.00
now $625.00
now $125.00
now $ 12.50

News from the
Korean Liszt
Society
the Korean liszt Society (President
Yun Ha Hwang), comprised of 264
members, presented 41 events during
the liszt festival year in 2011. this
included a performance of liszt's
oratorio, Christus, on october 22,
liszt's actual birthday. the year-long
celebration also included an all-liszt
song recital, a concert by pianist Jeno
Jando, and the third Korean liszt
competition.
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Alexandre Dossin writes that in addition to his work preparing the 2012 festival
in eugene, he has been busy with performance and recordings. he has three new
cD releases: the first one is his fourth naxos cD, and his second contribution to
the label's liszt series: Russian Transcriptions (Eugene Onegin, Ruslan and Ludmilla,
and other great transcriptions inspired by liszt's travels to russia). Also available
in the fall are rachmaninov's preludes op. 3 no. 2 and op. 23, as part of Schirmer
Performance Editions (the score/cD publication, with Alexandre's own editorial
work, is published by hal leonard, and it is Alexandre's fifth contribution to the
series). his third upcoming cD release is a collaboration with American soprano
charlotte pistor in a lieder program called, Water Songs: in Life, Love and Legend.
It will be released in the fall by mSr classics and includes two songs by liszt ("Die
lorelei" and "Der fischerknabe"), four songs by Schubert, and songs by many more
composers. Dossin's web site (www.dossin.net) has complete information. his
recent performances in brazil include participation in international music festivals
in Santa catarina and uberlândia, and orchestral appearances in rio de Janeiro, São
paulo, minas Gerais, Santa catarina, and porto Alegre, and he was the featured artist
in a recent concert/interview broadcast by KInG-fm in Seattle.

The 2012 ALS Festival

(continued from page 8)

truly transcendent. the great masterpiece of liszt's Weimar years, his Sonata in b
minor, was presented from three different angles: an exciting performance by mikola
Suk, followed by insightful lectures by Dean Kramer and tibor Szász (read by
Thomas Mastroianni), offering different views on this landmark of piano literature.
In general, all events allowed the listener to hear liszt not as empty virtuosic
bombast, but as spiritual and emotional artist. the lectures of renowned liszt
specialist Alan Walker, Richard Zimdars, and Jonathan Kregor helped listeners
better understand the absolute beauty of the music of liszt. John perry's master class
was, as usual, informative, exciting, and entertaining, bringing us back to the great
master classes in Weimar.
reflecting on the brief four day festival, I am once again reminded of liszt’s
genius and overwhelming contribution to the arts. What a special way to remember
his many accomplishments! the festival triumphed in its ability to touch each
attendee in many ways: intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually. In an atmosphere
of warmth and acceptance, artists of all levels united in the spirit of love and music,
exactly as liszt would have wanted it.
thank you to all who attended what was a very inspiring festival. on behalf of
the oregon chapter of the American liszt Society, many thanks to all festival artists
and scholars, who delivered outstanding performances and lectures. thank you very
much for your generosity and willingness to share your talents.
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